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Suppression of spiral waves and spatiotemporal chaos by generating target waves
in excitable media
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A method for suppressing spiral waves and spatiotemporal chaos in excitable media is proposed. Applying
suitable periodic force to a single point, we can successfully suppress spiral waves as well as spatiotemporal
chaos by generating target waves. After we turn off the external force, target waves finally disappear and the
whole system which was in the state of spiral wave or spatiotemporal chaos goes to the spatially homogeneous
steady state. It is shown that our control method is not sensitively model dependent. It works for a model for
catalytic CO oxidation on platinum as well as for a model for cardiac muscle.
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Spiral waves and spatiotemporal chaos~defect-mediated
turbulence! exist popularly in excitable media, such as c
diac muscle, the oxidation of CO on platinum, and react
chemical systems, for example, the Belousov-Zhabotin
~BZ! reaction@1#. In some cases spiral waves and spatiote
poral chaos are undesirable because of their harmfulness
example, spirals in cardiac muscle play an essential rol
heart diseases such as arrhythmia—ventricular fibrillati
the major reason behind sudden cardiac death, is turbu
cardiac electrical activity in which rapid, irregular distu
bances in the spatiotemporal electrical activation of the h
make it incapable of any concerted pumping action. The
fore, suppression of spiral waves and spatiotemporal chao
excitable media is of much practical interest@2–12#. Aran-
son, Levine, and Tsimring@9# suggested a method of sp
tiotemporal turbulence control in a model for catalytic C
oxidation on Pt~110! by developing a spiral wave with loca
feedback injection. In Ref.@10#, the authors used time
delayed feedback signals injected into uniformly distribu
local point, to prevent spiral wave from breaking up to sp
tiotemporal turbulence. Using low pulses over a coarse m
of lines, Sinha, Pande, and Pandit@11# achieved control of
spatiotemporal turbulence~ventricular fibrillation! in a
model for cardiac muscle. Experimentally, Kimet al. @12#
successfully suppressed chemical turbulence in catalytic
oxidation on Pt~110! by global delayed feedback. In this pa
per, we will consider the suppression of spiral waves a
spatiotemporal turbulence in excitable media via perio
forcing ~open loop control! at a single point by developing
target waves.

Let us begin with an activator controller two-variab
reaction-diffusion model for catalytic CO oxidation o
Pt~110! @13#:

]u/]t52
1

e
u~u21!@u2~v1b!/a#1¹2u, ~1a!
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]v/]t5 f ~u!2v, ~1b!

where f (u)50 if 0<u,1/3; f (u)5126.75u(u21)2 if
1/3<u<1; and f (u)51 if u.1. Hereu andv describe the
activator and the inhibitor variables, respectively. The s
tiotemporal dynamics@we consider two-dimensional cas
¹25]2/]x21]2/]y2] is investigated by varyinge and fixing
a50.84 andb50.07. In the range 0.01,e,0.06, suitable
initial conditions lead to steadily rotating spiral waves. Ate
50.06, the spiral waves undergo a transition from stea
rotation to meandering. In the rangee.0.07, spiral waves
will break up and the system will quickly fall into a turbu
lence state.

We first take e50.04, where system~1! can have a
steadily rotating spiral wave@Fig. 1~a!#. Our task is to sup-
press this undesirable spiral pattern. To control system~1!,
one can add an external field to Eqs.~1! @4,6,9,11,14#. Here
our strategy is to apply a periodic signal to a small fixed a
in the system for the control purpose, i.e., add to the rig
hand side of Eq.~1a! the termGd i ,md j ,ncos(ivt), wherei , j
are the integer numbers corresponding to the discretizex
and y variables asxi5( i 21)Dx, yi5( j 21)Dy, respec-
tively; m,n are integer numbers. The control area is taken

ic

FIG. 1. Spiral wave suppression by developing target wa
with a periodic signal injection of model~1!. e50.04, n55, G
51.0, v51.807. ~a! t50, ~b! t5400 time units. The system siz
is 1003100, Grid 2563256 points, andDt50.02. No-flux bound-
ary conditions are imposed.
©2003 The American Physical Society34-1
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a square in the space center withn3n sites~for n51, m,n
5128; forn52, m,n5127,128 etc.!. Generally, an externa
injection into a small local region cannot essentially chan
the pattern of Fig. 1~a!, the spiral remains the same wit
slight deformation only. We have tested the local control
fects for wide ranges ofG andv, and find that under certain
conditions, the system state can be dramatically change
the local periodic forcing, specifically, target waves can
generated in replacing the original spiral wave. In Fig. 1,
inject a local periodic signal into a perfect spiral. The spi
tip is gradually driven out of the boundary, and the system
finally dominated by target waves. In some other realis
cases, it is important to suppress spiral waves and rea
stationary homogeneous state in excitable media@2–5#. With
our control approach we can readily do so by releasing
control after target wave state is realized. After we tu
off the external force from Fig. 1~b!, no new target waves
can be generated afterwards and the former target w
will move out of the boundary. Finally, the whole syste
evolves to the spatially homogeneous steady s
@u(x,y,t)50,v(x,y,t)50#.

We now turn our attention to spatiotemporal chaos, or
defect-mediated turbulence@e50.085, Fig. 2~a!#, and apply
the local periodic forcing method for the turbulence contr
For certain suitableG and v, we can again generate targ
waves and develop them to annihilate spatiotemporal ch
in the whole system. Takingt50 @see Fig. 2~a!# as the initial
condition and injecting a periodic signal withn55, G
52.0, andv51.205 into the central point of the system, w
find that a small target wave moving outward is genera
near the central part@see Fig. 2~b!#, and target waves gene
ated continuously from the forced point can ceaselessly d

FIG. 2. Suppression of spatiotemporal chaos by local perio
injection of system~1!. e50.085, n55, G52.0, v51.205. ~a! t
50, ~b! t5200 time units, ~c! t5400 time units, and~d! t
51000 time units.
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the defects out of the system@see Fig. 2~c!#. Finally, in Fig.
2~d! the whole space is firmly controlled by the target wav
while the system parameters remain in spatiotemporal ch
regime. The control efficiency in Fig. 2 is surprisingly hig
and the approach is rather simple. We use only one sin
signal, which is not very large~the forcing amplitudeG is of
the same order as theu, v variable values!, injecting into 5
35 space sites area~extremely small in comparison with th
whole turbulent region of 2563256 sites! which turns the
violent turbulence to a perfect regular target wave.

It is then interesting to understand the mechanism und
lying the above high control efficiency, and the facts affe
ing the control results. First, spatiotemporal chaos can
controlled successfully by local control in ann3n space
area withn varying in a wide range. In particular, we ca
control the defect-mediated turbulence, as in Fig. 2~a!, by
injecting only one site among the 2563256 sites. Second
for successful control of turbulence, the amplitude of ext
nal forceG should not be small. This can be easily accep
since too weak control signal cannot inject enough ‘‘energ
to generate target waves and to annihilate violent spatiot
poral chaos. We have numerically test different cont
strengths for various control areasn3n. For eachn, there
exists a minimal amplitudeGmin

n , and successful turbulenc
control can be achieved only forG.Gmin

n . For example, we
haveGmin

1 530.1, Gmin
5 50.92, andGmin

10 50.34 for v51.205.
Third, the angular frequencyv of the signal should be prop
erly chosen. In Fig. 3 we show the system states atG52.0,
n55 for different v ’s. The successful control can b
achieved only for certain resonant frequency@Fig. 3~c!#; too
small @Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!# and too large@Fig. 3~d!# frequen-
cies do not give good control results. Our numerical resu
show that the mechanism is integer-times-frequency re
nance. The single frequency resonance (v5V whereV is

ic FIG. 3. The states (t51000 t.u.) of Eqs.~1! with e50.085, n
55, G52.0 for different control angular frequencies:~a! v
51.084, ~b! v51.114, ~c! v51.205, and~d! v51.265.
4-2
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FIG. 4. ~a! The resonant relation between e
ternal forcing and target waves, the solid line
the function v5V. We changev in a small
range near 1.205 withe50.085, n55, G54.0.
~b! The power spectra of one site of system~1!
without control, e50.085. We can successfull
control the spatiotemporal chaos only within th
frequencies between the two vertical lines wi
n55, G54.0.
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the angular frequency of generated target waves! relations
between external force and target waves are clearly show
Fig. 4. We can also obtain successful control of spatiote
poral chaos for double (v52V) and triple (v53V) fre-
quency resonances. Now the mechanism of our control
proach of suppressing spatiotemporal chaos can be
heuristically understood. By injecting periodic force into
small space area, one can generate certain target wave c
via various resonant stimulations. This center plays a role
target wave source, which continually emits outward tar
waves. Target waves have a property to propagate the mo
of source region along the radial direction. With this prop
gation, the target wave state itself can transmit the effec
control signal from the forcing region to far away along t
radial direction, and fully suppress spatiotemporal chaos
the whole space.

To check whether our control method is sensitively mo
dependent, we apply our method to a model for card
tissue@15,11#:

]e/]t5¹2e2 f ~e!2g, ~2a!

]g/]t5«~e,g!~ke2g!, ~2b!

with f (e)5C1e whene,e1 ; f (e)52C2e1a whene1<e
<e2 ; f (e)5C3(e21) whene.e2, and«(e,g)5«1 when
e,e2 ; «(e,g)5«2 when e.e2 ; «(e,g)5«3 when e,e1
and g,g1. Here e150.0026, e250.837, C1520, C253,
C3515, a50.06, k53, g151.8, «151/75, «251.0, and
«350.3. With these parameter values, system~2! is in the

FIG. 5. Elimination of spatiotemporal chaos~fibrillation! in the
model for cardiac muscle~2! with local injection,n56, G56.0,
v50.82. ~a! t50, ~b! t54100 time units. The system size
2503250, grid 5003500 points, andDt50.01.
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spatiotemporal chaos state@corresponding to fibrillation in
cardiac muscle, see Fig. 5~a!#. Applying a periodic signal to
a small fixed area@adding to the right-hand side of Eq.~2a!
the termGd i ,md j ,ncos(ivt)], we find similar control results
~see Fig. 5 and a successful control is obviously achiev!.
After we turn off the control signal@ t54100 time units, see
Fig. 5~b!, as the initial condition#, target waves will not break
up. All of them move towards the system boundary and
nally disappear. The final state of the whole system is
spatially homogeneous steady state@e(x,y,t)50,g(x,y,t)
50#. So, we also realize controlling spatiotemporal chaos
the spatially homogeneous steady state with local inject
It will be significant to realize our simple control metho
~local periodic forcing! in controlling ventricular fibrillation
which is the leading cause of sudden cardiac death.

We also check whether our method is against noise
cause there are many realistic situations in which noise c
not be neglected@16#. For confirming this conclusion, we
add spatiotemporal white noises(x,y,t)@^s(x,y,t)&50,
^s(x,y,t)s(x8,y8,t8)&5Dd(x2x8)d(y2y8)d(t2t8)] to
the right-hand side of Eq.~1a!. Though noise is applied to al
the system while periodic forcing is applied to only a ve
small area, turbulence is still successfully replaced by ta
waves with slight irregular deformation@see Fig. 6#. Numeri-
cal simulations show that our control method works w
when noise amplitudeD,0.01.

Sinha, Pande, and Pandit@11# achieved controlling spa
tiotemporal turbulence in cardiac muscle@the same model as
used in this paper, Eqs.~2! with same parameter values# to
spatially homogeneous steady state. For the system in

FIG. 6. Spatiotemporal chaos suppression by local periodic
jection of model~1! with spatiotemporal white noise.e50.085, n
55, G52.4, v51.145, D50.008. ~a! t50, ~b! t
51800 time units.
4-3
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5~a!, they need to apply a pulse to thee field, a mesh com-
posed of eight lines of width 3Dx, i.e., total 12000 (8
350033) sites, while we apply a signal to only 36 sites
the system in Fig. 5. Another interesting work is done
Aranson, Levine, and Tsimring@9#, who realized suppressin
spatiotemporal chaos@the same model as used in this pap
Eqs. ~1! with e50.08] by developing a spiral wave wit
local feedback~close loop control! injection. However, there
is a key difference between spiral waves and target wa
target waves are not topological defects while spiral wa
are topological defects~which sometime are harmful, for ex
ample, in cardiac muscle!. Another significant difference is
the final state of the system after we turn off the sign
starting from well-controlled spiral waves and target wav
As it is known, after we turn off the control signal used
Ref. @9#, spiral waves~the parameters of the system is in t
turbulence region! will not be stable and will break up. And
the system will come back to spatiotemporal chaos. On
contrary, target waves will not break up and the whole s
tem will evolve to the spatially homogeneous steady s
after we turn off the external force.

In conclusion, we have developed a different and pract
method for suppressing spiral waves and spatiotemp
chaos in excitable media. Our method has the attractive
ture that a periodic force is applied to the two-dimensio
spatiotemporal system only at a single point. By genera
target waves with local injection, we have realized contr
ling spiral waves and spatiotemporal chaos to target wa
et
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state or to the spatially homogeneous steady state by re
ing the injection after the target waves are achieved. T
high efficiency of our control method is due to the fact th
the locally stimulated target waves can transmit the con
effect from the injected region to the injection-free regio
during their outward propagation. Our control method is n
model dependent and it works for the model for catalytic C
oxidation on Pt~110! ~1! as well as for the model for cardia
tissue~2!. We have found that our control scheme also wo
for the oscillatory medium@whenb,20.01 in Eqs.~1!# and
the complex Ginzburg-Landau equation which can be
rived universally in the vicinity of a homogeneous Hopf b
furcation in extended systems@17#. We hope our work will
be of interest in some important practical applications, su
as controlling chemical turbulence in catalytic CO oxid
tion on Pt~110! @12# and ventricular fibrillation in cardiac
muscle@11#.
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